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Abstract—Until now, censorship research has largely focused on highly centralized networks that rely on government-run technical choke-points, such as the Great Firewall of China. Although it was previously thought to be prohibitively difficult, large-scale censorship in decentralized networks are on the rise. Our in-depth investigation of the mechanisms underlying decentralized information control in Russia shows that such large-scale censorship can be achieved in decentralized networks through inexpensive commodity equipment. This new form of information control presents a host of problems for censorship measurement, including difficulty identifying censored content, requiring measurements from diverse perspectives, and variated censorship mechanisms that require significant effort to identify in a robust manner.

By working with activists on the ground in Russia, we obtained five leaked blocklists signed by Roskomnadzor, the Russian government’s federal service for mass communications, along with seven years of historical blocklist data. This authoritative list contains domains, IPs, and subnets that ISPs have been required to block since November 1st, 2012. We used the blocklist from April 24 2019, that contains 132,798 domains, 324,695 IPs, and 39 subnets, to collect active measurement data from residential, data center and infrastructural vantage points. Our vantage points span 408 unique ASes that control ≈ 65% of Russian IP address space.

Our findings suggest that data centers block differently from the residential ISPs both in quantity and in method of blocking, resulting in different experiences of the Internet for residential network perspectives and data center perspectives. As expected, residential vantage points experience higher levels of censorship. While we observe a range of blocking techniques, such as TCP/IP blocking, DNS manipulation, or keyword based filtering, we find that residential ISPs are more likely inject blockpages with explicit notices to users when censorship is enforced. Russia’s censorship architecture is a blueprint, and perhaps a forewarning of what and how national censorship policies could be implemented in many other countries that have similarly diverse ISP ecosystems to Russia’s. Understanding decentralized control will be key to continuing to preserve Internet freedom for years to come.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network control has long been a goal of nation-states, and the technology to enable that control is cheaper and easier to use than ever. Countries such as China and Iran have been practicing censorship at centralized network choke points for decades, receiving significant global and academic attention as a result. [4, 39, 44, 83]. As more citizens of the world begin to use the Internet and social media, and political tensions begin to run high, countries with less centralized networks have also started to find tools to exert control over the Internet. Recent years have seen many unsophisticated attempts to wrestle with decentralized networks, such as Internet shutdowns which, due to their relative ease of execution, have become the de facto censorship method of choice in some countries [14, 36, 82]. While some preliminary studies investigating information control in decentralized networks have examined India [88], Thailand [26], Portugal [60], [61], and other countries, there has yet to be an in-depth multifaceted exploration of the specific tools and mechanisms used by governments for decentralized information control as they evolve over time.

Governments seeking to implement a homogeneous national censorship policy can pursue one of two intuitive options. The first is a centralized control that relies on government-run technical choke points with several layers of complexity, a major government investment that requires an overhaul of the country’s network topology. The most notorious example of this, the Great Firewall of China, has cost the country hundreds of millions of dollars [19] over two decades. The second option is to pursue censorship through decentralized control, a task that we have until now deemed to be prohibitively difficult: the case of the Heartbleed vulnerability, where it took 3 months for the gradual installation of patches to reduce vulnerability from nearly 12% of top sites to 3% even after direct disclosure to ISP administrators, is an example of the difficulty of coordinating ISPs and their policies. Our study questions the assumption that decentralized network control is too technically difficult and expensive to execute.

To our knowledge, no in-depth study has been performed to assess the feasibility of real-time, effective, and homogeneous information control in a decentralized network. Such a study would require measurements from diverse vantage points, such as ISP backbones to data centers and last-mile residential networks, among others. Furthermore, the research also necessitates knowledge of the country in order to determine what topics, like language, religion or politics, governments are most sensitive to: this makes it challenging to build an exhaustive list of blocked websites. Moreover, even distinguishing between censorship and run-of-the-mill network failures is often difficult, so an insight into the intent of the censor is crucial to establishing which events are censorship events. Finally, determining who is actually doing the blocking can be difficult: governments, individual ISPs, and even servers themselves may refuse to serve traffic for a variety of reasons, for instance prioritizing certain customers.
due to their location [47]. A study examining decentralized information control must account for all of these factors to effectively test the hypothesis of whether decentralized networks can be uniformly censored.

While countries such as India, Thailand, and Portugal are also pursuing decentralized control, the largest and most aggressive country to do so is Russia, which accounts for a sixth of Europe’s Internet users [55]. Their censorship regime has grown rapidly over the past decade, with the adoption of policies and laws that facilitate control. We spent a year in continuous discussion with in-country Russian activists who helped us obtain five leaked snapshots of the government’s official “blocklist” digitally signed by Roskomnadzor, a primary entity in charge of nationwide Russian Internet censorship. This blocklist contains the list of domains, IPs, and subnets that the Russian authorities have required ISPs to block, and each of its daily iterations since November 1st, 2012. While we have limited historical visibility into how faithfully ISPs applied this blocklist, we can analyze its evolution to understand what the government intended to block through the years.

Our collaboration with activists in Russia also helped us gain access to a diverse set of vantage points in the country, where even renting from reliable Russian virtual private server (VPS) providers requires Russian currency and an in-country phone number and address. From these vantage points, we can perform measurements to provide a clearer picture of Russia’s decentralized control—what is blocked, how it is blocked, and how much variation there is from one ISP to another. We performed measurements from within Russia from 20 different vantage points provided to us by volunteer activists, following established ethical practices to reduce risk [18], [76], [90]. We augment the data collected in Russia with two remote measurements tools—Quack and Satellite [9], [58], [77]—expanding our measurements to over a thousand vantage points within Russia and enabling us to validate our local measurements.

From our experiments, we observe that even though not all ISPs block content in similar ways, the volume of websites blocked within residential ISPs is uniformly high. Indicating that coordinated information control in countries with decentralized networks is entirely possible; debunking our initial hypothesis. However, the method by which censorship if effected is largely dependent on their network providers; we observe TCP-layer blocking, application-layer blocking facilitated by deep packet inspection, and DNS manipulation, or a combination of these methods. We also observed that residential ISPs are more likely to inject explicit blockpages, which cite the law and/or Roskomnadzor’s registry as they are encouraged to do so by Roskomnadzor’s guidelines.

We also observe a difference in quantity and method of blocking between the two network perspectives—residential networks and data center networks. This corroborates the insight that in most countries, residential ISPs are subject to different laws and policies for information control. Therefore, an accurate representative view of censorship is achievable only with measurements from a diverse set of vantage points.

The qualities of Russia’s information controls are not restricted to Russia. As Yadav et al. note, India is already attempting to implement a similar censorship regime [88]. The United States [8] and Portugal [69], [61] are both moving away from net neutrality (though not without resistance [53]), and the United Kingdom’s legal framework for identifying and restricting content is almost identical to Russia’s [74].

The growth of decentralized information control can lead to different ISPs implementing censorship differently, which may contribute to the fragmentation of access to online content for users—even for neighbors who happen to subscribe to different providers. In countries such as China that practice relatively monolithic censorship, circumvention developers can optimize and test tools for use anywhere in the country, and both marketing and word-of-mouth can help users find these effective countermeasures. But in countries such as Russia, decentralized information control adds another layer of complexity: a circumvention tool that works for one user may not work for others. We hope that by highlighting this new trend of moving away from filtering at government-run technical choke points towards legally mandated censorship enforced by private ISPs, we can help inform thinking and future work on other countries pursuing more authoritarian network controls.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Early censorship research focused on countries with more centralized information controls, such as China and Iran [4], [50]. However, new measurement techniques and in-depth studies of countries such as India and Pakistan [54], [88] have observed a move towards a decentralized approach to information control, through both technical and political means. Technical advancements are making it easier for regimes to restrict their citizens’ freedoms even in countries without a history of centralized restrictive controls. Russia is a prime exemplar of this trend, and we fear that Russia will provide a model that other less-centralized countries can adapt. In this section, we delineate centralized and decentralized control, discuss past censorship research, and delve into how Russian censorship embodies an alarming trend, all of which helps guide our understanding of the mechanisms that enable increased decentralized control.

**Centralized control:** Previous work has shown that censorship within China and Iran follows a very centralized information control scheme [4], [50], [44], [87]. This is made possible by their strict control over the network infrastructure within their respective countries. Countries with centralized control over their network can control information in a highly scalable way, and small perturbations to network reachability can have dramatic effects throughout the country. An example of this is the case in which North Korea’s only ISP lost its link with China Unicom, cutting off Internet access in the whole country [59]. Censors like this tend to apply an even mix of censorship methods across the entire networking stack. For instance, China blocks Google’s public DNS resolver (8.8.8.8) at the IP layer, Tor relays at the TCP layer [21], poisons many DNS queries [3], [42], and blocks sensitive search terms in HTTP traffic flows [13].

**Decentralized control:** More recently, several countries around the world have been deploying decentralized information control schemes. These countries do not possess control of
their networks in the same way as Iran and China do. Rather, their networks mostly consist of autonomously controlled segments owned by commercial or transit ISPs, whose goals may not align with a government regime attempting to restrict information access. Lack of direct ownership by government authorities lowers their ability to unilaterally roll out technical censorship measures, and instead enact controls via law and policy, compelling the network owners to comply. We see control like this in countries such as India [88], Indonesia [28], and the United Kingdom [2], as well as Russia. In each of these cases, governments pass laws requiring ISPs to block content, and ISPs use a variety of disparate censorship methods to achieve this. For instance, Indonesian ISPs heavily rely on DNS manipulation [28], while Indian ISPs use a combination of DNS manipulation, HTTP filtering, and TCP/IP blocking [88]. These factors cause us to worry that restricting the freedom of citizens is now attainable for many countries, and, even worse, that decentralized information control is more difficult to measure systematically and circumvent. Measuring it requires multiple vantage points within the country and multiple detection techniques to provide coverage of ISP blocking policies. Decentralized control also acts as a barrier to circumvention as it makes it difficult for users to discover locally effective tools.

A. Understanding Censorship Studies

We highlight the common challenges and considerations that drive design decisions in the censorship field, as well as the overview of extant censorship measurement studies and techniques. In this background section, we aim to illustrate how decentralized information control makes it more difficult to discover and characterize censorship.

1) Censorship Techniques: On a technical level, network censorship is defined as the deliberate disruption of Internet communication. At the physical layer, a simple form of disruption is to simply “unplug the cable”, cutting off all network connectivity. This extreme action has happened on several occasions in a handful of countries. Shutdowns generally are easier to implement for ISPs, but also provoke backlash from customers and impact their business. A recent analysis showed that such disruptions affected 10 countries in sub-Saharan Africa over a combined period of 236 days since 2015, at a cost of at least $235 million [14]. Most studies, including this one, focus on several protocols above the physical layer which are common targets for censorship, we expand on them below and explain common methods of interference, protocol and packet features that trigger the censor, and the censor action.

- **Method: TCP/IP Blocking; Trigger: IP address; Action: Filter request or response**—The censor can disrupt communication to individual services or hosts by blacklisting their IP addresses [1]. This is a particularly common, effective, and cheap way to block access to a server hosting undesired content. It can cause significant collateral damage for innocuous sites that happen to be hosted at the same IP address as a blocked site, e.g. blocking of content delivery networks’ (CDN) point of presence [17]. This method has historically been used in countries such as Iran and China to block circumvention proxies such as Tor relays [4].

- **Method: DNS Manipulation; Trigger: Hostname; Action: Filter or modify response**—The censor can observe DNS queries or responses containing a sensitive hostname, decide to either fabricate responses that return DNS error codes such as “host not found”, non-routable IP addresses, or the address of a server that likely hosts a blockpage. A blockpage is defined as a notice that explains to the user why the content is unavailable. DNS manipulation enables fine-grained filtering, because simply poisoning the cache of a DNS resolver can be circumvented by using alternate DNS resolvers such as Google’s (8.8.8.8).

- **Method: Keyword Based Blocking; Trigger: Keyword, Hostname; Action: Filter or inject**—The censor can inspect and understand the content of the HTTP(S) packets to determine whether it contains censored keywords. The trigger may also be sensitive content in the response or the request other than the hostname. If triggered, it can either drop packets, or inject TCP RSTs or a blockpage. Implementing this form of blocking is challenging, as inspecting traffic at line rate is quite resource-intensive. Naïve implementations are trivially defeated; for example, Yadav et al. [88] discovered that merely capitalizing keywords that the censor was looking for entirely circumvented application layer blocking. Some protocols such as HTTPS also defeat naïve implementations of application-layer blocking, but more sophisticated blockers may man-in-the-middle each connection and strip the encryption or block based on finding the trigger in the SNI (Server Name Indication) which is transferred in plaintext.

We want to acknowledge that this is a brief overview of the common methods of censorship, and with advancements in traffic filtering technology, sophisticated censors may obtain access to more fine-grained controls to effect censorship.

2) Censorship Measurement Challenges: With the knowledge of how common censorship is implemented, researchers need to tailor measurements to detect most if not all known implementations. There have been numerous other censorship studies that focus on a specific country. Examples of these studies include India [88], Thailand [26], China [12], [30], [32], [57], [92], Iran [4], Pakistan [39], [50], and Syria [10]. While recent work has discussed the political history of Russian’s blocking of Telegram [45], our work presents the first in-depth study of Russia’s Internet censorship techniques.

Effectively measuring censorship requires several components. First and foremost, the “input list” of domains or IP addresses being tested can dramatically impact results and effectiveness of any study [56]. Citizen Lab maintains several test lists [40], both general lists of sites that are frequently censored world-wide as well as country-specific lists. Hounsel et al. discusses automatically curating a culture-specific input list by analyzing web pages that are censored in China [72], noting that a lack of an authoritative blocklist can make it difficult to ascertain the intent of the censor and therefore obscure not only why certain sites are censored but also whether measurements of those sites indicate censorship. Further, drawing meaningful conclusions about global censorship and comparing countries is only possible at a category level. But identifying the category of a given website is not a trivial problem. Current state of the art is to use services like...
Censorship measurement studies often suffer from the lack of ground truth which is generally used to validate findings. To compensate for this, studies need to establish strong controls from multiple geographically distributed control vantage points. These vantage points need to be in networks that are not influenced by the censorship regime being studied, and by using multiple vantage points we ensure that the controls are free of effects of transient measurement artifacts and noise. These “control measurements” are necessary to establish a baseline for the rest of the study.

In order to comprehensively study the extent of censorship in a particular region, we need a set of “diverse vantage points” that shed light on a localized view of the network it operates in. The most direct form of measuring Internet censorship involves using data from users or vantage points (machines under the control of the researcher) inside the country of interest [55]. For example, Winter and Lindskog [83] used one vantage point to study Tor reachability in China and Aryan et al. [4] used one vantage point in their study of Iranian censorship. While one or a few vantage points may be sufficient for measuring centralized censorship regimes, decentralized regimes require a diversity of perspectives.

By making requests to sensitive domains or IP addresses, researchers can directly observe responses from censors and this has been useful for in-depth investigation of censorship techniques in specific countries. These techniques—which we refer to as “direct measurements”—are limited in scale, robustness, and reliability. This is in part due to the difficulty in obtaining vantage points and volunteers and further, due to the potential “ethical burdens” of connecting to known-censored content on infrastructure that is likely owned by citizens subject to the jurisdiction of the censor being studied.

In recent years, the popularity of remote censorship measurement tools has grown because of their capability to use more vantage points and perform ethical measurements [20], [57], [58], [69], [77]. These tools do not directly control the vantage points they use for measurement, and thus are not useful for in-depth investigatory testing, but perform well for global censorship measurement. Data collected from remote measurement is also highly complementary to direct measurement since they use different techniques and offer different visibility into the network. Together they are able to offer a more complete view of censorship practices.

Due to observed temporal and spatial variability, recent efforts have focused on developing platforms to continuously collect measurement data on global censorship. One successful platform is Tor project’s Open Observatory of Network Interference (OONI) [55], which performs an ongoing set of censorship measurements from the vantage points of volunteer participants [23]. Censored Planet [9], another global censorship observatory, performs continuous remote measurements to identify the prevalence of a variety of censorship techniques in real-time, leveraging the techniques discussed in [57], [58], [69], [77].

3) Censorship Measurement Ethical Considerations: It is important to be aware of the ethical considerations censorship studies take to safeguard participants, regardless of whether they have directly participated (e.g. volunteers) or used as remote vantage points (e.g. organizational servers). Volunteers, especially those in less than democratic regimes, face a risk in accessing sensitive websites. In Section [LV] we provide comprehensive guidelines that we followed for this study in the hope that it benefits other researchers interested in performing similar work.

B. Russian Information Control

So far we have established common mechanisms by which censorship can occur, and challenges in the way of detecting censorship. In this section, we turn our attention to why Russia’s censorship regime is such a compelling example of decentralized control, worthy of study. Russia’s censorship regime has seen increased activity in the past decade, but recent events have thrust Russia’s information controls into the spotlight. In a famous example, Russia’s decision in 2017 to block all Telegram traffic had a massive impact on Internet reachability, as the first attempt to censor Telegram simply blocked millions of IP addresses belonging to the CDNs that Telegram was hosted on [45]. The blocking of these IPs resulted in significant collateral damage, with other services hosted on Google and Amazon becoming unreachable [81].

In order to gain insight into the capability of the Russian government to restrict access to content on the Internet within its borders, we began collaborating with activists within Russia. This collaboration was necessary as Russia has a complex regime of government institutions, each of which control one or a few specific topics that ultimately cause sites to be censored. Our interest stems from the fact that the Russian censorship model can be easily adopted by another country with a similar network structure. In fact, as we discuss in Section [IV] other countries such as the United Kingdom already have a censorship regime similar to Russia’s (albeit less aggressive). Therefore, we hope that the lessons learned from Russia can help hone future censorship research and meet international regulatory needs to ensure global Internet connectivity.

The rest of this section discusses the specific regulatory and historical characteristics that created Russia’s censorship regime. This information helped us shape our research questions, which we present in the following section.

Russian Legal Framework: The primary entity in charge of nationwide Russian Internet censorship is called Roskomnadzor (Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media) [65]. Other government bodies may request that Roskomnadzor block sites, often with content directly related to their scope of duty. The full set of illegal subjects are thoroughly documented by a number of normative acts spanning multiple signed federal laws [63].

Roskomnadzor maintains a singular and centralized Internet blacklist (officially called the Registry of Banned Sites). This registry is an implementation of federal law 139-FZ, passed on July 28, 2012. Currently, Roskomnadzor’s registry of banned sites is available to the public, although not in its entirety—only singular queries of an IP address or domain are supported, via

---

[1] However, there is anecdotal evidence that ISPs sometimes receive slightly different versions and at least one account of Crimea having its own blacklist altogether [75].
a web interface protected with a CAPTCHA [63]. Since its creation, the blocklist has grown in size as new laws were passed to enable the censorship of many subject matters.

**Russian Technical Framework:** Although Roskomnadzor maintains the central registry of banned sites, they are not behind the technical implementation of censorship in Russia (though they do provide guidelines [66]). Upon the identification of a website with illegal content, Roskomnadzor sends notice to the website’s owner and hosting provider. If the illegal content is not removed within three days, the corresponding site is added to Roskomnadzor’s registry, and all ISPs across Russia are required to block access to websites in this registry. Therefore, the implementation of censorship falls on Russian ISPs. Complying content owners are able to reinstate access to their websites once violating content has been removed [15]. Notably, the specific method of blocking is not specified, which enables ISPs to implement different censorship mechanisms. ISPs that do not comply with censorship orders sometimes incur fines [71].

While the Russian government itself does not directly censor traffic, it has promulgated some mechanisms for enabling its ISPs to censor traffic. Russia has developed deep packet inspection technology called SORM (System of Operative Search Measures) [34] that it requires ISPs operate in their data centers. The interception boxes themselves are constructed by a variety of commodity manufacturers [34], [78]. While SORM is primarily used for surveillance purposes [72], [73], some ISPs also use it for traffic filtering [78].

**Leaked Blocklist:** While the blocklist used in Russia is not fully available to the public, we obtained a link to the repository that has regular updates dating back 7 years, as well as official copies of the “current” blocklist signed by Roskomnadzor via our work with activists within Russia. We believe this is the first in-depth study of censorship that has been performed on an authoritative blocklist intended to be used for censorship.

### III. Experiment Design

Our experiments to measure Internet censorship in Russia must consider the following factors: (1) What to test?—An input list of sensitive content that censors in Russia are likely to block, (2) Where to test?—A set of vantage points from where we can test reachability to websites in the input list, and (3) How to test?—How can we infer details about censorship implementation? In this section we describe how we designed our experiments based on each of these considerations.

#### A. Acquiring the RUssian BLocklist (RUBL)

We worked extensively with activists within Russia to identify what websites the Russian government has been concerned about. This investigation resulted in our discovery of a leaked blocklist repository [62] with over 26,000 commits dating back from November, 2012, when Russian Internet censorship was still in its infancy. This GitHub repository, Zapret, is well-known within the “Digital Rights guardians” community and is rumored to represent frequent snapshots of the daily blocklists received by ISPs.

We also obtained 5 different digitally signed samples of the blocklist that were distributed by Roskomnadzor, shared with us from multiple sources. We verified that these leaked blocklists are authorized by CN=Роскомнадзор and CN=Единая информационная система Роскомнадзора (RSC01001) which translates to Roskomnadzor, and Unified Information System of Roskomnadzor. These blocklists are identical to what Russian ISPs would receive. We then compared these blocklists to the Zapret counterpart’s contemporaneous commits to corroborate the validity of the repository data and found that the Jaccard similarity between these lists were greater than 0.99. We furnish more details of this validation in Appendix A.

We used the digitally-signed blocklist dated April 24, 2019, which we refer to as RUBL, as the input list for all our measurements. A single entry in RUBL contains any combination of IP addresses, IP subnets, domains, and domain masks (wildcards). We have no knowledge of how and when DNS resolution was done, or even if resolution was done at all. If the intent was to block domains, we do not know how the accompanying IP addresses were obtained, and vice versa. We break RUBL into RUBL$_{ip}$, RUBL$_{dom}$, and RUBL$_{sub}$ containing the unique IPs, domains, and subnets respectively, that pass our controls. Since our measurement tools cannot utilize masks, a domain mask * .domain.com is replaced with both domain.com and www.domain.com. In total, RUBL contained 324,695 unique IPs, 132,798 unique domains, and 39 mutually exclusive subnets prior to control measurements which we explain in the following section. While we mainly focus on RUBL, we also provide historical analysis of the Zapret repository commits from November 19, 2012, to April 24, 2019 in Section VI.

#### B. Establishing Sound Control Measurements

Prior to running the measurements from Russia, we need to run control tests to remove IP addresses and domains that are not responsive. To that end, we obtained 13 geographically diverse control vantage points outside of Russia: 4 in North America, 4 in Asia, 4 in Europe, and 1 in Australia. To verify responsive domains, we send a HTTP GET request for every domain from every control vantage point using ZGrab [91], an open-source application layer scanner that operates with ZMap [18]. Our ZGrab tests are customized to follow (a maximum of 10) redirects. We also resolve each of the domains from the control vantage point using ZDNS [89], an open-source command-line utility that provides high-speed DNS lookups. If we get a response for both tests on at least one control vantage point, we include it in the final list. This resulted in a list of 98,098 (73.9% of the original list) domains, which we will refer as RUBL$_{dom}$ for the rest of the paper. We characterize RUBL$_{dom}$ further in section V-B.

We test the responsiveness of the IPs and subnets in RUBL$_{ip}$ and RUBL$_{sub}$ by making TCP connections to port 80 from each control vantage point using ZMap. If we receive a SYN-ACK from the IP to at least one of our control vantage points, we include it in the rest of our measurements. This resulted in 121,025 IP addresses (37.2% of the original list). For RUBL$_{sub}$, we excluded 8 subnets out of the total 39 subnets as they didn’t have any responsive IP addresses. In total, 567,848 IP addresses (77.2%) were reachable out of 735,232 IP addresses in the expanded subnets. These filtered lists are what we will refer to...
by RUBL$_{ip}$ and RUBL$_{sub}$, respectively. We characterize them further in Section V-A.

C. Conducting Direct Measurement

1) Obtaining Vantage Points: We perform measurements from diverse vantage points, including VP Ses in data centers and Probes in residential networks. An overview of the characteristics of all our vantage points is shown in Table I. To increase our measurement coverage, we also conduct remote measurements discussed later on in Section III-D.

- VP Ses in Data Centers: With help from activists, we obtained six reliable VP Ses confirmed to be hosted in Russian data centers, each in a different ISP. We explored obtaining vantage points from over 35 different providers but many of them observed no censorship and some were not conducive to measurement. Renting these machines can only be done with Russian currency and an in-country phone number and address.

- Residential Probes: With the insight that different information control policies might apply to residential networks versus data center networks, we also conducted measurements from residential networks. We recruited fourteen participants within Russia to run our probe code (the same that was run at the VP Ses, adjusted for lower bandwidth). No information about the participants’ network was collected, except for the IP address from which the measurement was performed. To recruit participants, we used the established process of OONI [55] and followed the ethical precautions detailed in Section V. We attempted to recruit participants from diverse networks, leading us to cover thirteen ISPs (two of our probes were in the same ISP).

In total, our direct measurement platform consists of 20 vantage points. With remote measurements, discussed in Section III-D, we perform measurements from well over 1,000 vantage points. With respect to coverage within Russia, our vantage points are in 408 unique ASes that control 65% of Russian IP address space, according to Censys [17].

2) Identifying Censorship Methods: With an established measurement platform and the RUBL$_{dom}$, RUBL$_{ip}$, and RUBL$_{sub}$ lists, we investigate the following: For a given IP address or domain, determine whether it is being blocked; if yes, determine how the blocking is performed. We focus on three common types of blocking: TCP/IP blocking, DNS manipulation, and keyword based blocking based on deep packet inspection. DNS manipulation and keyword based blocking can actuate censorship explicitly by returning a blockpage, or implicitly by forcing a timeout or returning a TCP RST.

Detecting TCP/IP Blocking: We use ZMap to attempt a TCP handshake with each IP address in RUBL$_{ip}$ and in the expanded RUBL$_{sub}$ list. Running this test produces a set of IP addresses that successfully responded to our TCP SYN packet with a TCP SYN-ACK packet. Any IP addresses that do not respond are considered to be blocked, since these IP addresses were responsive in our control measurement phase.

Detecting Resets and Timeouts: Some censors, when observing an undesirable keyword, drop the packet that forces the connection to timeout or reset the TCP connection. To detect this, we request each domain in RUBL$_{dom}$ interspersed with benign domains such as example.com by locally resolving the domain on the vantage point and attempting a HTTP GET request for the domain. This is to ensure that this behavior is not due to transient network errors. If the tests for the benign domains succeed but RUBL$_{dom}$ domains fail, we classify this as censorship due to resets or timeouts, based on the error type received during our test.

Detecting DNS and Keyword Based blocking: More typically when a censored domain is requested, ISPs that employ this method of blocking respond with a blockpage. Detecting blockpages from other unexpected error pages such as server-side blocking errors (e.g. HTTP status code 403), and page not found errors (e.g. status code 404) is not a trivial task. There have been multiple blockpage detection methods proposed in previous work to reduce manual effort [37], [47].

Building on the methodology from Jones et al. [37], our blockpage detection algorithm works as follows: we apply single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering to HTML web pages to detect blockpages. We extract representative unigrams and bigrams from the clusters under the assumption that pages known from anecdotal sources [7] to contain Russian phrases equivalent to “Access Restricted” and “Roskomnadzor” are usually blockpages, while other sites would not normally contain this kind of language. This is further confirmed by Rozkomnadzor’s own recommendations for blockpage content [68].

Using these representative unigrams and bigrams, we manually create regular expressions to match known blockpages. We then validate these regular expressions by grouping pages with the exact same content. We verify that the groups with pages matching the regular expressions contain only blockpages (no false positives). Since ISPs typically return the same blockpage for every censored domain, the groups that do not match any regular expressions are not likely to be blockpages, which we manually confirm to eliminate false negatives.

We designed tests that use RUBL$_{dom}$ as the input to characterize DNS and keyword based blocking by employing the decision logic laid out in Figure 1. We explain each test and provide a walk through of the flowchart below.

Test 1: For every domain in RUBL$_{dom}$, we send a GET request from all of our vantage points within Russia, allowing the domain to locally resolve. For all responses that did not contain an error (resets and timeouts categorized and treated separately), we check whether the returned web page matches at least one of the blockpage regular expressions, and if so classify them as “blocked”. If this first request is not “blocked”, we determine that the domain is not censored. If the request is
Figure 1: Decision graph for detecting DNS and Keyword Based blocking—Four requests are issued: using the domain resolved from a local DNS resolver, using the domain and control IP resolved from every control vantage point, using just the IP resolved in Russia, and using just the IP resolved in controls. We decide whether the request is blocked based on whether the HTML response matches the blockpage regular expressions.

Test 2: We make another HTTP GET request for the domain, this time using the domain and every unique IP that the domain resolves to in each of the control vantage points. We then pass the web page from the response to our blockpage detection algorithm.

Test 3: If the web page from this Test 2 is not blocked, we look at the result of the GET request with only the IP address resolved from Russia (the same as Test 3), and observe the response. If this is not blocked we can safely conclude that the blocking was only triggered by the presence of the domain name in the request, and thus was blocked at the application layer by keyword based blocking.

Test 4: If Test 2 is blocked, we look at the result of the GET request with only the IP address resolved from Russia (the same as Test 3), and observe the response. If this is not blocked we can definitively declare keyword based blocking, based on some keyword in the response from the site also acting as the trigger. If it is not blocked, we can only be certain that it is either DNS manipulation, keyword based blocking, or both.

Test 5: If Test 4 is blocked, we look at results from the final GET request with only the IP address that was resolved from the control machines. If this request is blocked, we can again definitively declare keyword based blocking, based on some keyword in the response from the site also acting as the trigger. If it is not blocked, we can only be certain that it is either DNS manipulation, keyword based blocking, or both.

In cases where we are unable to distinguish keyword based blocking and DNS manipulation we compare the resolved IPs in the Russian vantage points to the resolved IPs in our controls and the answers which are deemed “Not Blocked” in Satellite. The results of this experiment are described in Section VI.

D. Conducting Remote Measurement

Our direct measurements provide a high-fidelity, in-depth view of Russian information control, particularly from the data center and residential network perspectives. However, acquiring these vantage points is quite resource intensive, and our measurements are inherently limited by the number of vantage points we can obtain. To complement this data, and to determine whether our direct measurements are representative, we use two remote measurement tools: Satellite [58], [69] and Quack [77]. Remote measurement tools such as Satellite and Quack use the behavior of existing Internet protocols and infrastructure to detect censorship, i.e. researchers do not need to obtain access to vantage points but just interact with remote systems to learn information about the network. Satellite remotely measures DNS manipulation using open DNS resolvers and Quack detects application-layer blocking triggered on HTTP and TLS headers using Echo servers. These remote measurements select only vantage points that are part of organizational or ISP infrastructure, hence providing a complementary perspective to direct measurements.

1) Obtaining Remote Vantage Points: With operational help from the Censored Planet team [9], we used 357 open DNS resolvers in Russia located in 229 different ASes (197 unique ISPs), and 718 Echo servers located in 208 different ASes (166 unique ISPs). As shown in Table I, this increases our coverage considerably. We annotate the vantage point locations with the Maxmind GeoIP2 database [46], and find the AS information through RouteViews data [67].

2) Identifying Censorship: On our behalf, the Censored Planet team performed Satellite and Quack using RUBL.dom based on the techniques described in [77] and [69]. Both...
tools have their own methods to label a domain as being “manipulated” or “blocked”. Satellite creates an array of five metrics to compare the resolved IP against: Matching IP, Matching HTTP content hash, Matching TLS certificate, ASN, and AS Name. If a response fails all of the control metrics, it is classified as blocked. Quack first makes an HTTP-lookalike request to port 7 of the Echo server with a benign domain (example.com). If the vantage point correctly echoes the request back, Quack then requests a sensitive domain. Quack makes up to four retries of this request in case none of the requests are successfully echoed back. If the vantage point fails for all 4 requests, Quack tries requesting a benign domain again to check whether the server is still responding correctly. If so, the failure to echo back the sensitive domain is attributed to censorship.

IV. Ethical Considerations

Censorship measurement studies involving active network measurement raise important ethical considerations. Most censorship measurement studies, including ours, aim to trigger censors from various vantage points which might cause risk of retribution from local authorities. Aiming to set a high ethical standard, we carefully designed our experiments to follow or exceed the best practices described in the Belmont [51] and Menlo [16] reports. Before initiating any of the measurements, we consulted with our university’s IRB, who determined that we were exempt from regulation but advised us to discuss with the university’s General Counsel, which we did. We vetted the risks of our study and shaped our data collection methods through a year of continuous communication with prominent activists within Russia, with colleagues experienced in censorship and measurement research, and with our university’s General Counsel.

Gaining background understanding of the laws of the country is imperative to designing ethical measurements. Prior to engaging with us, our activist collaborators had been actively participating in open-source projects such as OONI and Tor, and had traveled outside of Russia to present details about Russian censorship in international forums. Their guidance was essential for us to ensure we were aware of Russian law and policy regarding accessing censored content. These collaborators facilitated renting VPSes and running measurement from the residential probes.

Our direct measurements involve sending requests for potentially censored content from vantage points inside Russia. This creates a potential risk to participants who own and control these vantage points. We consulted with our activist collaborators, who assured us that even if the anonymized vantage points, data centers, or ISPs are discovered, there has never been any punitive action on the part of the Russian government or others against entities who do not comply with the blocklist. We then begin the process of obtaining informed consent from participants by customizing the OONI consent form which was drafted by the Harvard Cyberlaw Clinic and attached in the Appendix [1]. This form documents in detail the measurements performed and data collected and seeks explicit approval. Before our activist collaborators asked participants to run measurements from residential probes, they used our consent form and drafted an email in Russian to solicit explicit consent from the volunteers, who were recruited from a tech-savvy population already involved with activist groups that advocate for Internet freedom.

We obtained our VPSes from commercial VPS platforms, whose operators understand the risk in offering network and computing services. In collecting the data from our VPS platform, we did not subject anyone in Russia (or elsewhere) to any more risk than they would already incur in the course of operating a VPS service.

Our remote measurements seek only vantage points that are not owned or operated by end users and are part of organizational or ISP infrastructure. As in the case of our VPSes and residential probes, there is a possibility that we place the operators of these remote vantage points at risk. Again, there is no documented case of such an operator being implicated in a crime due to any remote Internet measurement research, but we nonetheless follow best practices to reduce this hypothetical risk. From the list of all available open DNS resolvers in Russia, we identify those that appear to be authoritative nameservers for any domain by performing a reverse DNS PTR lookup and only select those resolvers whose PTR begins with the regular expression “ns[0-9]+\+nameserver[0-9]+”. Similarly, we ran NMap on all the Echo servers in Russia and exclude those whose labels do not indicate an infrastructural machine. Using only infrastructural vantage points decreases the possibility that authorities might interpret our measurements as an attempt by an end-user to access blocked content. Moreover, we initiate the TCP connection and send the sensitive requests, and there is no communication with the actual server where the sensitive domain is hosted. We also set up reverse DNS records, WHOIS records, and a web page served from port 80 on each machine in the networking infrastructure we use to run measurements, all indicating that our hosts were part of an Internet measurement research project.

We also follow the principle of good Internet citizenship and reduce burden on the vantage points by rate limiting our measurements, closing TCP connections, and maintaining only one concurrent connection. Our ZMap and ZGrab scans were conducted following the ethical guidelines proposed by Durumeric et al. [17], [18].

V. Data Characterization

The most recent sample of RUBL contains 132,798 unique domains and 324,695 unique IP addresses. It also contains a list of 39 subnets ranging from /24s to /16s. This section characterizes both the full RUBL blocklist and the final filtered list obtained after running control measurements described in Section III-B.

A. IPs and Subnets

As mentioned in Section III, we examined the responsiveness of the IPs on the blocklist. Only 121,025 IPs on the blocklist (37.3%) were reachable from our controls. Our control measurements were highly concordant; over 99% of IPs that were reachable at some control vantage point were reachable at all control vantage points. The low rate of responsiveness (37.3%) might be the artifact of our measurement, as these IPs might be alive but not responding on port 80, such as proxies configured on custom ports.
For the 324,695 unique IPs in the list, we examined their geolocation using the MaxMind Geolite2 database. 324,038 (99.8%) IPs were found in the database. We saw that over 200k IPs (>61%) were located in the US. Somewhat surprisingly, Russia was only the sixth most popular country in which IPs were located as shown in Table II. These IPs spanned over 2,112 Autonomous Systems (ASes) based on RouteViews lookup.

The blocklist also contains 39 subnets, ranging from /16s to /24s. 31 out of 39 of these subnets contain at least one IP reachable to one of our controls. The remaining eight unreachable subnets geolocated to Moscow.

### B. Domains

For the 132,798 domains in the list, over 49,583 (37.3%) are .com domains and 15,259 (11.5%) are .ru domains. As discussed in Section III, 34,404 (25.9%) domains on the blocklist are not responsive, so for the analysis that follows we only focus on the 98,098 responsive domains. .com and .ru still dominate responsive domains as shown in Table III.

Inspired by McDonald et al. [47], we looked at what CDNs the sites in the blocklist were hosted in, if any. We were able to identify the CDN for 44,797 (45.7%) domains following their methodology. As shown in Table III, an overwhelming majority of domains which were served by a CDN (99.6%) were hosted on Cloudflare, which provides some of its services to customers of both.

We initially experimented with using the Fortiguard document classification service to categorize domains and ascertain what types of websites are in the blocklist. Unfortunately, the Fortiguard classification was not effective for Russian language domains. Also, a large number of domains—27,858 (28.4%)—were classified into the “Business” category, which did not reveal much information about the services hosted on those domains. Therefore, we developed our topic modeling algorithm designed after the technique introduced in Weinberg et al. [80]. Our topic modeling algorithm processes the text received from control measurements, and uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) clustering to identify pages with the same topic. To accomplish this, we adopt the following steps:

- **Text Extraction**—From the control measurements, we obtained the HTML responses for all the 98,098 domains. We first filter out all the responses that returned an empty HTML body, have an error code in the status line, or have encoding issues in the server response. This reduced the number of classifiable domains to 70,390 (71.8% of the original list). We then use Python’s Beautiful Soup library to extract useful text and remove boilerplate text.

- **Language Identification**—The LDA algorithm requires input documents to be in the same language; as described in [80], it detects semantic relationships between words based on the probability of them occurring together within a document. We used Python’s langdetect library to identify the primary language for each document. Out of 70,390 classifiable documents, 44,270 (62.9%) primarily contained Russian or related Cyrillic text, and 19,530 (27.7%) contained primarily English text. We choose to focus on this portion of the classifiable pages as the other 9.4% contained documents in 42 different languages. We thus reduce our manual effort in labeling topics by only using LDA only twice, once for Russian pages and once for English pages.

- **Stemming**—Before applying the LDA algorithm, we reduce all words to stems using Snowball. We then apply term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) to select terms that occur frequently. We preserved terms whose combined tf-idf constitutes at least 90% of the total document.

- **LDA analysis**—We then use LDA for Russian and English documents separately. We used Python’s gensim libraries for our implementation, and we used all documents for training. We found N=20 topics to be optimal, and α is determined optimally by the library based on the training data.

Using LDA, we obtain 20 topic word vectors from the English documents and 20 topic word vectors from the Russian documents. Two researchers independently labeled the topics by reviewing the top words in each topic. Disagreements were resolved through discussion between the researchers. Many topics were given the same label; as discussed in [80], this is one of known limitations of LDA analysis. We manually merge these topics into 9 categories. Additionally, we manually selected a random subset of documents within each topic cluster and ensured that all the documents belonged to the category they were assigned.

The number of English and Russian documents classified into each category is shown in Table IV. The majority of domains (67.6%) fall into the “Gambling” category, indicating the stringent crackdown of Russian authorities against gambling websites. Our analysis suggests the high number of gambling websites to be an effect of websites quickly cloning to an alternate mirror domain when added to the blocklist. This can be seen by many of the gambling website domains on the blocklist having slight vari-
We analyze the Russian blocklist’s evolution over a seven-year time period, from November 19, 2012, to April 24, 2019, at a daily granularity. Since it may be updated multiple times a day, we utilize only the latest version, which is most often published close to midnight. Any activity of smaller granularity, such as the occasion of an addition or removal of an IP address in a time span of less than 24 hours, is not considered. IP subnets are not included in this analysis, which amount to an approximately additional 26,000 addresses beginning in the middle of 2017 and 16 million addresses beginning in April 2018 due to the banning of Telegram. These addresses are omitted because their inclusion obscures graph clarity due to their significantly greater scale.

As shown by Figure 2, the size of the blocklist appears to have grown rapidly since its conception in 2012. The plot shows three size metrics: number of entries, raw number of both IPs and domains, and number of unique IPs and domains. Each of these metrics is cumulative and the drops in the number are due to “removal” of entries, IPs, or domains. Since an entry may contain multiple IPs and domains, the number of IPs and domains far exceed the number of entries.

An unexpected finding is how the raw number of IPs significantly exceeds the number of unique IPs. This discrepancy can be attributed to potentially unintentional duplication—one IP added to the blocklist because it hosts one domain name may later be entered again for a different domain. Multiple domains may share IPs because of the prevalence of sites hosted on CDNs in the blocklist (as discussed in Section V-B). More details on this analysis can be found in Appendix B.

One important observation is the sharp increase in the number of raw IPs, unique IPs, and a moderate increase in the number of unique domains in the past year. This suggests that there is a deliberate effort to increase the accuracy of the list. This is further punctuated by a number of drops in all the metrics in the past year, which suggests that there has been conscious effort put into making the list more meaningful and to avoid repetitions.

B. Characterizing Censorship of RUBLdom

As described in Section III, we have six VPSes in data centers and 14 residential probes. Figure 3 shows the type of censorship observed at each vantage point. We divide the rest of this section by vantage point type, in order to highlight the complementary nature of the results from each of them.

1) VPSes in data centers: We observed some amount of censorship at all of our VPSes in data centers. The number
of domains blocked per vantage point is shown in Figure 3. Four out of six VPSes show that more than 90% of RUBL-dom is blocked, with the highest blocking 96.8% of all RUBL-dom domains.

The censorship method varies between each VPS, confirming our hypothesis that the lack of prescription of censorship mechanism enables data center network providers to employ any method of censorship. While most VPSes observe multiple kinds of blocking, one method of blocking typically dominates at each vantage point. For example, VPS 5 and VPS 6 mostly observed blockpages, while VPS 2 and VPS 3 observed more connection timeouts. In VPS 4, we observed that TCP connections were reset when domains in RUBL-dom were requested. We suspect that VPSes observe more than one type of blocking due to content being blocked at different locations along the path to the server, such as at transit ISPs. Content restriction at transit ISPs would cause most content to be blocked across the country, even if ISPs closer to the user do not censor all content in RUBL.

2) Residential Probes: Figure 3 shows that residential probes show higher amounts of blocking overall, suggesting that ISPs closer to the user block almost all the domains more uniformly. Nine out of 14 residential probes observe more than 90% of the domains blocked and all of the probes observe at least 49% of the domains blocked.

While VPSes saw high occurrences of timeouts and resets, most residential probes observed a blockpage. We believe this is in part due to the fact that residential ISPs are encouraged by Roskomnadzor’s guidelines [66] to cite the law and/or Roskomnadzor’s registry and provide explicit information regarding blocking to users. As for the other methods of blocking, we found that Probe 6 predominantly observed a large amount of connection resets and Probe 12 observed a large number of timeouts.

As mentioned earlier, a blockpage is shown to the user when the blocking method is either “Keyword Based” or “DNS/Keyword Based”. In the latter the trigger is the hostname but the method of blocking is not clear. In an effort to distinguish between the two methods of blocking, we compare the IPs from domain resolution in the residential probes with the IPs received in domain resolution from all control vantage points and with the answers that were determined as “Not manipulated” in Satellite. The percentage of IPs from each vantage point that does not match any control IP or any resolved IP in Satellite is shown in Figure 4. VPS 6, Probe 9 and Probe 14 observe a large percentage of resolved IPs that do not match any of the control responses. This lends credence to the hypothesis that these three vantage points may be subject to DNS manipulation rather than keyword based blocking. To corroborate this, we investigate all instances of “DNS/Keyword Based” blocking and found that each of the three vantage points observed a single poisoned IP respectively. We looked at the content hosted at these three IPs and found a blockpage being returned which can be seen in Figure 10 in the Appendix.

We observe blockpages in that was categorized as “Other” specifically in Probes 12, 13, and 14, meaning we could not exactly determine the method of blocking. Upon investigation, we saw that Probe 14 received a blockpage when queried with the domain but was unable to retrieve the page when queried with the IP received from control. Considering Probe 14 also sees high IP blocking as shown in Figure 7, we believe Probe 14 observes a combination of DNS and IP blocking. Similarly for Probes 12 and 13, we observe behavior consistent with Keyword Based blocking but the blockpage was unable to load in some cases.
3) Remote Measurements: We conduct remote measurements for RUBL$_{dom}$ using 357 vantage points for Satellite and 718 for Quack. The CDFs in Figure 5 show the blocking behavior for resolvers in Satellite and echo servers in Quack. There are large variations in the fraction of blocking between vantage points in both Satellite and Quack. There are some vantage points that do not observe any blocking, while others observe a large amount of blocking. Between Quack and Satellite, Satellite observed considerably more blocking, which is in line with at least three of our vantage points that observed large amounts of DNS manipulation. We suspect that many Russian ISPs may not be blocking content on port 7, and hence are not captured by Quack. This is a known shortcoming of Quack by not triggering censors that only act on port 80 and 443. This suggests that one method of circumventing censorship might be serving content over non-standard ports.

Figure 5 also shows the fraction of blocking aggregated at the AS level. The similarity between the two CDFs shows that blocking does indeed happen at the AS or ISP level. In Satellite, we observe that more than 70% of vantage points observe little to no blocking, while in Quack 50% of vantage points observe no blocking, and close to 90% observe minor blocking.

In our Quack measurements, we were able to look at the kind of blocking observed at each of the echo servers. Similar to our observations in the VPSes in data centers, some vantage points observe blockpages, many others observe resets and timeouts (more frequently resets), showing that censorship mechanisms vary widely in networks all over Russia.

We looked at the similarity between domains being blocked in our remote vantage points. The pairwise similarity is shown in Figure 6. We see that our observations from the VPSes and residential probe measurements are consistent with remote measurements as well. Both Satellite and Quack see instances of high similarity, which is either because the vantage points see a high percentage of domains blocked (top left) or because vantage points are inside the same ISP (small square stripes along the diagonal line). The large blue portions on both plots show that vantage points which observe little blocking do not see the same domains being blocked.

C. Characterizing Censorship of RUBL$_{ip}$ Measurements

We study the extent of blocking of IPs in RUBL$_{ip}$ by analyzing the output of our TCP/IP measurements from both our VPSes and probes. The amount of IP blocking is shown by the red bars in Figure 7. For comparison, we overlay the total percentage of domains blocked in these vantage points as well. Overall, we see a smaller percentage of IPs being blocked compared to domains, which could indicate a desire by the censors to minimize collateral damage (other services hosted on the same IPs would be blocked as well). Alternatively, it could be that residential ISPs do not observe much traffic to IPs, and opt to censor only the traffic they see.

Similar to our observations in RUBL$_{dom}$, we find that there are some vantage points which observe blocking of many IPs, while other vantage points only observe a few blocked IPs. VPSes observe a considerable amount of IP blocking, while the blocking is more sparse in probes. Our experience suggests that data center VPS providers could also be injecting resets and forcing timeouts to these measurements as well. In the residential probes, only Probe 14 observes more than 50% of IPs being blocked, while four out of six VPSes observe more than 50% IP blocking. This seems to corroborate the hypothesis that residential ISPs tend to block the kind of traffic they see more frequently, which is predominantly traffic involving domains.
Table V: Number of subnets completely blocked by vantage points—VPS 2 and Probe 2 block almost all of the subnets in RUBL<sub>sub</sub> completely, while others moderately block subnets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vantage Point</th>
<th>Num. of subnets</th>
<th>Vantage Point</th>
<th>Num. of subnets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VPS 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Probe 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPS 2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Probe 2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPS 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Probe 5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPS 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Probe 9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPS 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Probe 10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Probe 11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Probe 13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Probe 14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Characterizing Censorship of RUBL<sub>sub</sub> Measurements

Table V shows the number of subnets that were completely unreachable from our vantage points, omitting the vantage points where at least one IP from each subnet was reachable. Keeping in line with our previous observations, we see that there are some vantage points that block nearly all of the subnets (e.g., VPS 2 and Probe 2) some that block a moderate amount (e.g., VPS 6), and some that do very little blocking (e.g., Probe 12) corroborating our findings in Section IV.C that different ISPs may prioritize blocking different items in RUBL.

Similar to our observation in RUBL<sub>ip</sub>, VPSEs in data centers observe much higher blocking in RUBL<sub>sub</sub> compared to residential probes, where only Probe 2 observes a large amount of RUBL<sub>sub</sub> blocking. Our RUBL<sub>ip</sub> and RUBL<sub>sub</sub> study suggest that most residential ISPs prefer to block using the domain in the request, as opposed to the IP to which users are ultimately connecting to. Further RUBL<sub>sub</sub> analysis can be found in Appendix D.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Russia’s move towards more restrictive Internet policies is illuminating in the broader context of tightening information controls around the world. Censorship studies have until this point mostly focused on centralized networks like those in China and Iran; Russia’s network however, like that of most countries throughout the world, was shaped gradually by many competitive market forces. The development of effective censors on a decentralized network such as Russia’s raises important questions on the future of censorship including in western countries that have not historically favored censorship.

Our study has shown that the implementation of decentralized control breaks the mold of the traditional definition of “censorship”: a synchronized and homogeneous process of blocking sensitive content throughout the country. While Roskomnadzor has coordinated blocking across various ISPs that all have independent motives, they are yet to achieve homogeneity in the method of blocking. But with the advent of SORM and the commoditization of censorship and surveillance technology, it is becoming cheaper and easier for ISPs to comply with government demands.

The variegated nature of Russia’s censorship regime has significant implications for censorship research moving forward. It is no longer sufficient to perform measurements from one or a few vantage points within the censoring country. Even two end-users in the same physical location may have dramatically different experiences with censors based on their ISP; they would both see very different results than data centers. Measuring the actual impact of censorship also proves difficult: it requires diverse vantage points, including residential network ISPs, infrastructural machines as well as data centers.

Decentralized control also has significant implications for censorship resistance and creates more barriers discovering effective circumvention. As Russia moves to block access to VPNS [48], users will need to rely on more exotic means of circumvention. Since the method of blocking varies between networks, there is increased difficulty in finding locally effective circumvention tools. Techniques like refraction networking [25], [31], [38], [85], [86] or domain fronting [22] may become necessary. In any event, Russia has sparked an arms race in censorship and circumvention, and its effects are likely to be felt around the world.

We have already started to see other large nations begin applying schemes similar to Russia’s. In the United States, ISPs have been rolling out DPI boxes over the past decade which can dynamically throttle connections to specific websites, [29], [43], [49] or favor certain content over others [8]. The United Kingdom’s censorship model is similar to Russia’s, with the government providing ISPs a list of websites to censor [84] and having governing bodies that correspond to various types of censored material [74]. For both the U.S. and the U.K., what this means is not that the current regimes are restricting the volume of information that Russia is, but that the option to follow the same path is cheap, readily accessible.

The same can be said for nations around the world. Portugal has recently been cited for not supporting net neutrality [60], Indonesia recently implemented broader content filtering [33], and India has been ramping up censorship [88]. A recent report [79] finds that Russian information controls and the technology used for surveillance and censorship capabilities are being exported to at least 28 countries. As more countries move towards stricter Internet access, Russia’s model for censorship may become more commonplace, even in countries with a tradition of freedom of expression on the Internet.

In conclusion, Russia’s decentralized information control regime raises the stakes for censorship measurement and resistance. Its censorship architecture is a blueprint, and perhaps a forewarning of what national censorship regimes could look like in many other countries that have similarly diverse ISP ecosystems to Russia’s. As more countries require ISPs to deploy DPI infrastructure for purposes of copyright enforcement or filtering pornography, we risk a slippery slope where Russian-style censorship could easily be deployed. We hope our study is the first in a long line of research into the exact machinations and implications of decentralized control. Such work may be the only way to protect the free and open Internet.
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A. Validating the Russian Blocklist

To validate our source of historical blocklists at \cite{62}, we obtained access to a small set of blocklists digitally signed by Roskomnadzor through a few different anonymous sources. To get the corresponding historical blocklists from the Zapret source, we searched for it the date and timestamp closest to that in the anonymously-supplied blocklists. None of the date and timestamps were a perfect match between the two sources, leading us to believe that the Zapret information has a different provenance than the small set of blocklists we obtained from our anonymous sources.

Using the closest version of the Zapret source, we pre-processed the contents of both blocklists. This included extracting all IP addresses and all domains in each of the files, resulting in sets of IP addresses and domains to compare between the two different sets of blocklists.

We compared the two sources’ sets of IP addresses and domains using the Jaccard index of similarity, which is calculated by taking the size of the intersection of the two sets and dividing by the size of the union of the two sets. The Jaccard index is a number between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0 represents no similarity and 1.0 represents completely similar sets.
Applying the Jaccard index to our blocklists from different sources (which was signed by Roskomnadzor), we found that the Zapret blocklists are extremely similar to the signed blocklists. Our results are shown in Table VI. We analyzed the similarity of the sets of IP addresses, domains, and the entire set of all IP addresses and domains combined. All sampled blocklists have a similarity greater than 0.99 for any given content type (IP, domain, or IP & domain). Based on these findings, we conclude that the Zapret source of blocklists is representative of the list produced by Roskomnadzor, and is both correct and complete, and thus sufficient for our analysis in the paper.

B. Analysis of RUBL

Figure 8a shows how the number of unique IPs added per day outpaces the number of unique IPs removed per day, further displaying the rapid growth of RUBL. In addition, the time series plot shows significant volatility. Significant events such as court rulings restricting a certain service will lead to a spike in number of IPs added. On the other hand, media traction of specific collateral damage instances will lead to a spike in number of IPs removed. Regardless, days without any significant activity is prevalent, leading to many downturns in the graph. Since the blacklisting of specific sites require no court ruling, IP address additions rarely fall to zero. The opposite is true for address removals, which often fall to zero due to the degree of time and difficulty involved for content owners to initiate an official removal procedure. Similar to Figure 2, Figure 8a also shows a rise in addition of unique IPs and decrease in removal of unique IPs in 2019, suggesting that the blocklist is being handled more carefully recently. We observe the same trends with domains in Figure 8b, although there is more variability.

C. Blockpages observed through DNS Poisoning

Figure 10 shows three block pages received at Probe 9, Probe 14, and VPS 6 due to DNS poisoning, as discussed in Section VI-B.

D. RUBLsub Measurements

As we mentioned in Section V-A, the RUBLsub consists of 39 subnets, ranging from /16s to /24s. 31 out of 39 of these subnets contain at least one IP reachable to one of our controls. Of the remaining eight subnets completely unreachable from our controls, seven belong to Telegram and all eight are geolocated to Moscow.

Figure 9 shows the percentage of blocking in each of the 31 subnets in RUBLsub that were reachable in our controls, where percentage of blocking is the number of IPs unreachable out of total number of IPs in the reachable subnets. Two subnets, Subnet 16 and 27, see much lower rates of blocking at most of our probes. These subnets belong to Cloud South, a U.S.-based hosting provider, and UK2, a UK-based hosting provider. Several of the other subnets belong to providers such as DigitalOcean, so it is unclear why these two subnets see less residential blocking, though it might pertain to collateral damage associated with blocking them. Another interesting feature of this analysis is that blocking appears to be correlated with the size of the subnet: larger subnets are blocked more, by both probes and VPSes.

E. Consent form

The consent form used in this study is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 9: Blocking per subnet when testing $RUBL_{sub}$ on VPSe and Probes—Datacenter vantage points observe a large percentage of blocking in almost all subnets. Residential vantage point comparatively block intensively in fewer subnets.

Figure 10: Three example blockpages.
The Russian Blockchain Study (RUBi) is a research project, ran by The University of Michigan, which collects and processes network measurements with the aim of detecting network anomalies, such as censorship and traffic manipulation.

Running RUBi may be against the terms of service of your ISP or legally questionable in your country. By running RUBi you will connect to web services which may be banned. The RUBi project will publish data submitted by probes, possibly including your city and AS and network connectivity, and possibly other identifying information. In addition, your use of RUBi will be clear to anybody who has access to your computer, and to anybody who can monitor your Internet connection (such as your employer, ISP or government).

By running RUBi, you are participating as a volunteer in this project. This form includes information that you should be aware of and consent to prior to running RUBi.

RUBi software tests

The RUBi project has developed a series of software tests which are designed to:

- Detect the blocking of websites
- Detect systems responsible for censorship and traffic manipulation

Below we provide brief descriptions of how these tests work.

Test description

You will download and run an open-source internet scanning tool called Z0nab. Z0nab is essentially a tool that just plots a websites page or banners.

The system will resolve the domain in the input list from your own computer, using your local DNS server, resolving the IP address, we'll call that IP(Russia). A part of our input list will be the IP address from a resolution in the United States, we'll call that IP(United States). Then it will run Z0nab 4 times with the following arguments:

- `z0nab.sh=domain=IP(Russia)`
- `z0nab.sh=domain=IP(United States)`
- `z0nab.sh=ip=IP(Russia)`
- `z0nab.sh=ip=IP(United States)`

The system will then run ourблокраже detection algorithm on your local computer to determine what networking layer blocking occurred. Depending on the results of this detection, the output of the system will either be:

- Domain(Russia),Type of blocking
- Domain(United States),Type of blocking
- Domain(Russia),Type of blocking
- Domain(United States),Type of blocking

Finally, the system will then run our custom TTP detection suite to determine what hop away from your computer the blocking was injected on. This code is essentially a modified traceroute.

Once all of this is finished, the program will upload the results to our public google cloud storage bucket automatically.

Risks

Many countries have a lengthy history of subjecting digital rights activists to various forms of abuse that could make it dangerous for individuals in those countries to run RUBi. The use of RUBi might therefore subject users to severe civil, criminal, or extra-judicial penalties, and such sanctions can potentially include:

- Impression
- Physical assaults
- Large fines
- Receiving threats
- Being placed on government watch lists
- Targeted for surveillance

While most countries don’t have laws which specifically prohibit the use of network measurement software, it’s important to note that the use of RUBi can still potentially be criminalized in certain countries under other, broader laws if, for example, its use is viewed as an illegal or anti-government activity. RUBi users might also face the risk of being criminalized on the grounds of national security if the data obtained and published by running RUBi is viewed as “disrupting” the country’s external or internal security. In extreme cases, any form of active network measurement could be illegal, or even considered a form of espionage.

We therefore strongly urge you to consult with lawyers prior to running RUBi. You can also reach out to us with specific inquiries at rub-study@umich.edu. Please note that we are not lawyers, but we might be able to seek legal advice for you or put you in touch with lawyers who could address your questions and/or concerns.

Some relevant resources include:

- EFF Know Your Rights
- Note: The use of RUBi is at your own risk in accordance to our software license and neither the RUBi project nor its parent organization, The University of Michigan, can be held liable.

Installing RUBi

As with any other software, the usage of somnprobe can leave traces. As such, nobody with physical or remote access to your computer might be able to see that you have downloaded, installed or ran RUBi.

To remove traces of software usage, you can re-install your operating system or wipe your computer and remove everything (operating system, programs and files) from your hard drive.

Running: RUBi Firewall to the russe-ips folder you downloaded from git, then run: cd russe-ips

Third parties (such as your government, ISP and/or employer) monitoring your Internet activity will be able to see all web traffic generated by RUBi, including your IP address, and might be able to link it to you personally.

Many countries employ sophisticated surveillance measures that allow governments to track individuals’ online activities — even if they are using a VPN or a proxy server to protect their privacy. In such countries, governments might be able to identify you as a RUBi user regardless of what measures you take to protect your online privacy.

Testing URLs for censorship

When running RUBi, you will connect to and download data from various websites which are included in the following list in the github repository:

russe-ips/lookup/input.csv

Many websites included in the above list will likely be controversial and can include pornography or hate speech, which might be illegal to access in your country. We therefore recommend that you examine carefully whether you are willing to take the risk of accessing and downloading data from such websites through RUBi tests, especially if this could potentially lead to various forms of retribution.

Publication of measurements

The public (including third parties who view the usage of RUBi as illegal or ‘suspicuous’) will be able to see the information collected by RUBi once it’s published.

Published data will include your approximate location, the network (ASN) you are connecting from, and when you ran RUBi. Other identifying information, such as your IP address, is not deliberately collected, but might be included in HTTP headers or other metadata. The full-page content downloaded by RUBi could potentially include further information if, for example, a website includes tracking code or custom content based on your network location. Such information could potentially aid third parties in detecting you as an RUBi user.

Consent

My consent means the following:

I understand the requirements and the risks of running RUBi.

I understand that the results of the tests that I run will be sent to the RUBi project and published by it.

Figure 11: The Consent Form